
 

MATRIX REVOLUTION Red by Mickael Chatelain - Loch
wandert auf Karte - Hole Punch - Kartentrick

The most incredible map in the world! Even faster, even more possibilities and
even more visual!

David Copperfield has his copy and you, do you have yours?

So amazing, so crazy!

Hold a card with your fingertips, card chosen or not...

One hole, two holes, three and even four holes appear on the card.

Move them one by one, take them out, jump them from one place to another,
make them appear, make them disappear all without any visible gesture or
movement on your part!

After months and months of hard work, we are proud to finally be able to offer
stores around the world this EXCEPTIONAL card, this EXCEPTIONAL gimmick!

MATRIX REVOLUTION is without a doubt THE most INCREDIBLE card that
exists in the wizarding world! Several hours of work are required to make a single
gimmick.

A few centimeters from the eyes of your spectators, you control each movement,
each hole obeys your finger and your eye! You really have to see it to believe it
because everything is CLEAN, magic pushed to the highest level!

The illusion is AMAZING and your viewers will never forget it!

An exceptional gimmick in its manufacture:

Forget everything you have already seen because MATRIX REVOLUTION will
drive you crazy!

A word of advice ... Don't forget your reaction when you discover this incredible
effect ... never before seen! Really!
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Built to last:

Yes, the card will serve you for a long time, even a very long time!

No flaps, no magnets etc...

The card will withstand intensive professional use.

Do not miss this wonder:

A few months ago, we had only 50 copies... all sold in less than 2 hours!

Today, like many professional magicians, you have the opportunity to acquire
your copy, your MATRIX REVOLUTION!
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